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SUMMARY

In this paper, we depart from our previously proposed Non-Congestive Queuing (NCQ) mechanism and
propose a new scheduling discipline that allows for efficient interoperation of dedicated systems (such as
sensor and voice networks) with the Internet. More precisely, our approach provides delay guarantees to
applications that do not contribute noticeably to congestion because of their tiny packet sizes and low
transmission rates. In addition, our approach uses a second level of prioritization that conditionally favors,
in terms of delay, applications with slightly longer packets as well. Based on the NCQ concept, Non-
Congestive Queuing Plus (NCQ+) promotes applications that require comparatively small service times,
as long as their total service times cause insignificant delays to other packets in the queue. Therefore,
we prioritize packets, and in turn corresponding flows, according to their impact on total delay. We
evaluate NCQ+ using ns-2-based experiments. Results show that whenever prioritization buffer resources
are sufficient, NCQ+ can provide non-detectable delays to sensor applications and conditionally improve
the performance of VoIP applications, while maintaining the impact on the performance of the other flows
insignificant. Copyright ! 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Congestive applications may monopolize communication resources and cause major queuing delays
to applications that have minor contribution to congestion. Such applications do not really cause
significant delays, raising naturally the issue of whether they deserve a prioritized service or not.
For example, a sensor-generated packet could experience almost-zero delay had it been favored
by a prioritized scheduling scheme, at an almost-zero cost to other congestive flows [1].

The typical Best-Effort Service (BES) does not treat applications that do not contribute to
congestion fairly, since they have to suffer delays caused by other applications. For example,
in emergent situations (e.g. an earthquake) a single message from a body-sensor with location
information of someone needing help, although it causes almost-zero delays, may be lost or severely
delayed by congestive applications that monopolize communication resources.

Departing from such situation, we introduce a new service practice for packets, called less
impact better service (LIBS) [1–3]. In general, LIBS differentiates service among packets based
on the delay they cause and as long as the cumulative impact of prioritization is minor. Since delay
is highly correlated to resource allocation, in the context of delay-sensitive applications, efficient
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resource allocation needs to be characterized by the delay suffered by each flow with regard to
the delay they cause. The latter is also implicitly associated with the delay that users tolerate.
That is, LIBS service allocation paradigm provides a fairer, delay-wise, service, and increased user
satisfaction for applications that utilize small packets and rates. Other applications do not suffer
significant extra delays.

In [1–3] we proposed a novel scheduling discipline, namely Non-Congestive Queuing (NCQ) that
realizes the LIBS practice and which provides a single service prioritization level for applications
that have minor contribution to congestion. In this work, we introduce a new packet scheduling
mechanism, namely Non-Congestive Queuing Plus (NCQ+), which extends NCQ toward a more
sophisticated service differentiation. NCQ+, as NCQ, is a system-oriented service discipline based
on the LIBS service practice, which targets at satisfying more users.

In this context, we need to elaborate on the statistical properties of congestive and non-
congestive applications. Non-congestive applications are not determined solely by the size of
packets they use, but by the impact on the total system delay. Thus, non-congestive appli-
cations are characterized by the small, percentage-wise, volume of transmitted data. Typical
sensor applications transmitting data through the Internet and utilizing tiny packets at small
rates can be considered as non-congestive. Furthermore, VoIP packets may conditionally satisfy
the non-congestive property as long as their impact on the other application is statistically
insignificant.

Nowadays, Internet telephony is steadily gaining popularity, while mobile VoIP (i.e. over Wi-
Fi or WiMax) becomes an important service. Additionally, an increasing number of autonomous
sensor networks interoperate with the Internet for sensor data delivery and monitoring. The varying
delays and loss characteristics of the Internet have a significant impact on the performance of
such applications. Thus, typical sensor and VoIP applications require certainly differentiated, yet
somewhat distinctive service.

NCQ+ guarantees that applications transmitting tiny volume of data, such as typical sensor
applications, and thus do not contribute to congestion, will suffer almost-zero delays in the Internet.
Moreover, other non-bandwidth-demanding applications, such as VoIP applications, which may
have minor impact on the total system delay will benefit from a conditional prioritization service,
as long as the extra delay of congestive applications is not significant and the guarantees for
non-congestive applications are not violated. Thus, NCQ+ allocates buffer resources fairly to
non-congestive applications through the packet scheduler, while traditional Internet applications,
including FTP, will experience statistically insignificant extra delays.

Buffer resource allocation is controlled by two thresholds, namely ncqthresh1 and ncqthresh2.
We consider that the former is fixed and defines, percentage-wise, the buffer space available for
service prioritization. Thus, ncqthresh1 points to the level of buffering that corresponds to the
maximum amount of delay that can be considered statistically insignificant to the congestive
flows. Ncqthresh2 operates within this level aiming at service differentiation among non-congestive
packets only. In this context, it further classifies tiny and small packets (e.g. sensor and voice
packets, respectively) according to their impact on the total system delay. Tiny packets, and thus
corresponding applications, receive No-Delay Service (NDS) as long as their traffic volume is below
ncqthresh1, whereas small packets receive prioritization by utilizing the available space between
the two thresholds (Prioritized Service, PS). Thus, typical congestive applications receive a BES,
by exploiting the remaining buffer space. All types of service are implicitly expressed in terms
of queuing delay and packet dropping rate. That is, applications receiving NDS will experience
zero queuing delays and dropping rates, whereas those receiving PS will experience conditionally
better queuing delays and dropping rates compared with congestive flows. Although NCQ+ deals
with only two distinct classes of non-congestive packets, it can be easily extended to work with
more classes as well.

Classic differentiation schemes require identification of applications/flows or alternatively, a
verifiable packet marking technology. In order to avoid the cost of packet preparation for differ-
entiated services, we take advantage of two distinctive properties of non-congestive applications:
the small size and small data volume of their packets. The key idea of NCQ+ that we discuss
here departs from the operational dynamics of gateways: they may service small packets instantly.
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Non-congestive flows do not cause significant delays and hence should not suffer from delays.
Owing to its simplicity, the proposed strategy is easily deployable and practically useful; with a
minor modification effort, user service can have major improvement. NCQ+ does not require any
modification at the transport protocol or packet marking; a minor modification of the gateway’s
software is sufficient.

Although our approach sounds straightforward, the system properties and design details reveal
interesting dynamics. We show that NCQ+ improves real-time communication capability of sensor
devices and conditionally enhance VoIP calls’ quality, without any significant service degradation
for congestive flows. The minor occasional cost on congestive applications is not perceivable by
their users.

The structure of the paper is as follows: In Section 2, we discuss the related work. In Section 3,
we provide the pseudocode of NCQ and NCQ+ and present the basic assumptions and fundamental
concepts. In Section 4, we present and justify our evaluation plan and metrics. Next, we present
the results, analysis and justification. In Section 5, we summarize our conclusions.

2. RELATED WORK

Recent approaches to service differentiation rely on overlay architectures and services. They span
across a spectrum of architectures and protocols that support call admission control that inevitably
wastes resources and impacts other concurrent applications, or application marking along with
priority scheduling that results in application-oriented instead of packet-oriented services.

Internet service differentiation is application-specific and naturally oriented either by some
explicit and strict flow characteristics or by some application class. Even in the latter case,
associating application types with service classes introduces inevitably some classification cost,
relevant with the granularity of classification scale; and requires a rather sophisticated implemen-
tation, ranging from packet marking, to shaping, scheduling and dropping schemes. Beyond that,
application-based network services inherently involve predetermined requests that the network—
one way or another—needs to satisfy, leading it to a prescribed behavior that may not permit
maximum system performance. Thus, application-based services are occasionally associated with
limited operational flexibility for the network, which in turn may lead to degraded system perfor-
mance.

Perhaps network engineering would have been different had the pressing demand of application
requirements been ignored. For example, a natural principle to lead the design of network services
(and consequently the service differentiation policy) could have been the network ability to function,
the number of users serviced better without damaging the rest, or the service offered on the basis
of the cost to other applications. For instance, it is not unreasonable to service applications that
require minimal time to service first; in that case the gain for such applications can be significant,
while the cost for the other applications may be small.

A similar, system-oriented scheduling concept has been studied in operating systems, where
some schedulers select processes based on their completion time, rather than the time they started
(shortest job first). Such a service alone may lead to starvation in case the rate of small processes is
sufficient to keep the processor busy; processes demanding more time for completion could never
get their turn. However, due to the cost of context switch, the lack of precision in estimating cost-
per-process and the limited concurrent presence of processes, this domain had limited scheduling
flexibility; our service differentiation scheme guarantees better service for non-congestive data only
as far as the service of congestive applications is not degraded. In support of this goal, Bertsekas
and Gallager [4] confirm that the average delay for the system tends to be reduced when customers
with short service times are given high priority.

A lot has been done in the networking community aiming at controlling traffic based on specific
application requirements. According to the intserv approach [5], functionality of network compo-
nents needs to allow for guarantees through signaling and reservation. In turn, intserv requires
per-flow state information, which limits scalability. Other approaches require overlay architectures
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along with protocol modifications, which realize the corresponding relation between application
classes and packet marks. Inevitably, class-based approaches (such as diffserv [6, 7], CBT [8] or
[9]) overcome the limitation of state information but limit similar traffic to the same QoS class,
introducing a ‘classification’ error. For example, DCBT with ChIPS [10] extends CBT by providing
dynamic thresholds and lower jitter for multimedia traffic. However, it assumes that all multimedia
traffic requires the same QoS. In [11], the authors introduced the Alternative Best Effort mechanism
(ABE). ABE improves performance of delay-sensitive traffic but uses only two possible traffic
classifications: delay- and throughput-sensitive. Delay-sensitive applications sacrifice throughput,
and vice versa. Traffic-Sensitive QoS mechanism (TSQ) [12] allows applications to indicate via
marking their preferable delay/throughput sensitivity at the packet-level. However, their approach
does not imply service per-packet. That is, although applications may mark all or selected packets
only, the basis for marking is not the current network state, which is unknown‡ by the application,
but rather the specific properties of a packet. The dynamics of such service interactions imply
application-level QoS indeed. Application-level QoS has therefore two undesirable properties: first,
it requires a prescription-based network operation, which confines network flexibility to reach an
optimal operating point, system-wide, and second, it introduces a ‘classification’ error. Note that
in an effort to cancel the ‘classification’ error, one has to introduce more detailed categories and
classes; that is, to trade it with processing overhead.

LIBS, however, can be integrated into application-oriented QoS strategies and produce hierar-
chical service dynamics: service-oriented prioritization, with application-specific requests therein.
For example, a favorably marked large packet will not be serviced first if the following packet will
have zero impact on its service. Therefore, different priorities can be assigned via packet marking
to the different non-congestive or congestive applications.

In References [1–3], we introduced NCQ and showed that it satisfies more users with diverse
demands on delay and throughput. However, NCQ deals only with one aggregating class of
non-congestive applications (e.g. both sensor and VoIP packets receive the same priority). Here,
we introduce NCQ+, which is designed to provide different levels of priority to selected non-
congestive applications. For example, NCQ+ can provide delay guarantees to sensor applications,
while favoring conditionally VoIP calls. Other service strategies for delay-sensitive traffic include
Low Latency Queuing (LLQ) [13]. LLQ is a mechanism that provides a strict Priority Queue (PQ)
to Class-Based Weighted Fair Queuing (CBWFQ) [14]. With LLQ, delay-sensitive data (such as
voice and sensor traffic) is dequeued and serviced first. In addition, such type of traffic can be
favored by a resource reservation protocol (such as RSVP [15]), which requests, collectively, a
certain amount of bandwidth and latency at every RSVP-enabled network hop.

3. LIBS-BASED POLICIES

In this section, we discuss two alternative LIBS-based policies: the NCQ and the NCQ+.

3.1. Non-Congestive Queuing (NCQ)

NCQ deals with only one class of non-congestive packets and assumes that prioritized non-
congestive traffic cannot exceed a predetermined threshold, called ncqthresh, which represents the
upper limit of permitted prioritized service. The threshold typically reflects a service percentage
for prioritization. However, this percentage corresponds to the number of packets; not the occupied
buffer space. Indeed, since service prioritization applies to small packets only; the queue size that
corresponds to the prioritized packets, percentage-wise, is much smaller.

Although the perspective of NCQ is more general, initially, NCQ deals with two classes of
packets: small packets,§ and long packets, which typical Internet applications use for data transfers
(i.e. 1040 bytes—in our case). NCQ uses priority queuing to implement priority service. That is,

‡Even if it is measured, the precision and granularity of measurements are dubious.
§ In our experiments, this class includes both sensor and VoIP packets.
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Figure 1. NCQ pseudocode.

within the same buffer, each packet is checked for its length, contrasted to the current state of
prioritized service rate and gets priority whenever it satisfies two conditions: (i) length is below a
maximum value¶ for small-identified packets, namely size_thresh, and (ii) prioritized service rate
is below ncqthresh.

NCQ does not include any mechanism to differentiate between heavy and light traffic flows where
all packets are small sized. A typical congestive application could be intentionally transformed
into a small-packet, high-rate application. Since ncqthresh and packet length confine the amount
of gain, the transformation will cause that much overhead that the penalty of transformation will
be greater than the gain. In [3], we calculate numerically the actual impact of such transformation.
In Appendix A, we approach numerically the impact of NCQ priority on congestive traffic for any
given proportion of traffic classes [3].

At this stage of our work, we exclude ACKs from prioritization although they have a small
size. This tactic is expected to increase transmission rate; how far this can happen (considering
also the delayed-ACK scheme, which is widely deployed) and how far it can impact congestion
control is an open issue. We note that NCQ may occasionally favor a part of a non-congestive data
flow. However, a possible slight increase‖ of the re-ordered packets is counterbalanced by the high
number of packet drops that are avoided due to the prioritization. Figure 1 shows the pseudocode
of NCQ.

3.2. Non-Congestive Queuing Plus (NCQ+)

Here, we attempt to extend NCQ toward a more sophisticated service prioritization scheme that
considers more non-congestive applications. In the following sections, we discuss the fundamental
concepts of NCQ+ and how service prioritization is achieved.

3.2.1. Fundamental concepts. NCQ+ differentiates non-congestive applications further and
produces two application classes: those that utilize tiny packets (e.g. typical sensor data); and
those which utilize small packets (e.g. typical VoIP applications). In the context of insignificant
impact on other applications, NCQ+ provides NDS to applications utilizing tiny packets at low
data rates, while other non-congestive applications receive conditionally PS.

Tiny packets do not cause statistically important delays, and hence could be promoted. Addi-
tionally, applications with small packets at low data rates have a minor contribution to congestion
and can be prioritized∗∗ as long as their cumulative impact on total system delay is insignificant.
Therefore, prioritization should be bounded by a service threshold similar to ncqthresh, namely
ncqthresh1. Inevitably, since the impact is limited, service guarantee is not always possible; and
since resource allocation favors selected applications only, application service is better than simply
differentiated. We call this type of service: ‘less-delay’.

NCQ+ assumes two distinct classes of non-congestive packets: tiny packets (e.g. sensor-
generated packets, 40 bytes in our experiment) and small packets (e.g. VoIP packets, 140 bytes

¶We experimentally set this value to 150 bytes.
‖It is not significant in our experiments.
∗∗As with NCQ scheduling discipline.
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Figure 2. (a) Allocated buffer resources for prioritization and (b) ncqthresh2 adaption.

in our experiment). However, NCQ+ can be easily extended to cover more classes as well. In
particular, it introduces a second level of prioritization by using a second traffic threshold, namely
ncqthresh2. The first level of prioritization is enabled when a single condition is satisfied (i.e.
when the total prioritized service rate is below ncqthresh1), whereas the second level requires an
additional condition to be satisfied: prioritized service rate for the second class must be below
ncqthresh2. NCQ+ applies the former to applications that utilize tiny packets at low data rates and
the latter to other non-congestive applications. Figure 2(a) illustrates the allocated buffer resources
for prioritized service and the relation between the two thresholds. Ncqthresh1 is fixed and defines,
percentage-wise, the allocated buffer space for service prioritization. That is, it sets the maximum
prioritized service rate of non-congestive packets that causes statistically insignificant amount of
delay to congestive applications. Ncqthresh2 limits the prioritized service rate of small packets to
a level that does not confine the allocated resources to tiny packets.

We define X tiny(t) as the percentage of the incoming tiny packets at time t . To simplify the
following analysis, we always assume that X tiny(t)<ncqthresh1. That is, there are always prioriti-
zation buffer resources for providing NDS to tiny packets. In this context, in order for NCQ+ to
provide NDS, the following equation should hold:

ncqthresh2(t)!ncqthresh1−[X tiny(t)+e(t)] (1)

where e(t) is a safety margin for provided NDS and is discussed in next section. Obviously,
ncqthresh1 is the maximum value of ncqthresh2. Given that the demand for NDS by applications
utilizing tiny packets may vary, ncqthresh2 should be able to adapt accordingly. We discuss this
process in the following section.

We distinguish packets based solely on their length. Thus, we define two size thresholds, namely
size_thresh1 and size_thresh2. Packets with length lower than size_thresh1 are identified as tiny,
while the size for a small-identified packet ranges from size_thresh1 to size_thresh2. To summarize,
a tiny packet is favored if the total prioritized service rate for non-congestive traffic is below
ncqthresh1, while the prioritization for a small packet is confined to ncqthresh2.

3.2.2. Prioritized service. NCQ+ provides NDS to tiny packets, when the allocated prioritization
buffer space to this class of traffic is at least equal to the percentage X tiny(t) of the incoming
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tiny packets. However, NCQ+ leaves a safety margin e(t) so as to satisfy a potential increase of
X tiny(t). The safety margin e(t) is proportional to X tiny(t), with a proportional coefficient !. Thus:

e(t)=!·X tiny(t), 0<!<1 (2)

From the above equation we have:

ncqthresh2(t)=ncqthresh1−(1+!)·X tiny(t) (3)

where (1+!)·X tiny(t) defines the allocated resources to applications utilizing tiny packets.
As mentioned earlier, ncqthresh2 adapts to the current state of the prioritized service demand

by applications transmitting tiny packets. This adaptation is triggered by either of two events: (a)
the non-prioritization of a tiny packet and (b) the non-prioritization of a small packet. When any
of these events occur, ncqthresh2 is recalculated using Equation (3). The first event is triggered
only when the percentage of tiny packets X tiny plus the percentage of favored small packets Ysmall
exceeds ncqthresh1. Thus, the following equation holds:

X tiny(t+ t1)+Ysmall(t+ t1)"ncqthresh1 (4)

where t+ t1 is the time at which a tiny packet is not favored. For the favor rate Ysmall(t) of small
packets, the following equations hold:

Ysmall(t)= Xsmall(t) when Xsmall(t)!ncqthresh2(t) ∀ t ∈ (0,∞) (5)

and

max{Ysmall(t)}=ncqthresh2(t) (6)

Since prioritization of small packets is constrained by two prioritization levels, the second event
applies either to the case where the total prioritization service for non-congestive packets exceeds
ncqthresh1 or to the case where the percentage of small packets becomes higher than the ncqthresh2.
The first one is similar to the non-prioritization case described before and leads to a decrease
in ncqthresh2. In the second case, and the most important one, the scope of the recalculation of
ncqthresh2 is dual. As X tiny decreases and thus the allocated resources to applications utilizing
tiny packets are too generous, ncqthresh2 increases smoothly. That is, each time a small packet is
not favored due the restriction of ncqthresh2, this threshold is recalculated in order to investigate
potential available resources. We note that the safety margin e(t) is preserved. Figure 2(b) illustrates
the above process. However, ncqthresh2 also decreases whenever X tiny has increased and belongs to
the interval (X tiny(t), X tiny(t)+e(t)). The following equations hold for the event of a non-prioritized
small packet:

X tiny(t+ t2)+Ysmall(t+ t2)"ncqthresh1 (7)

or

Ysmall(t+ t2)"ncqthresh2(t) (8)

where t+ t2 is the time at which a tiny packet is not favored. Figure 3 shows the pseudocode for
NCQ+.

4. EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

A major issue we need to address prior to implementing our evaluation plan is to determine the
framework for a fair comparison of NCQ mechanisms and services. In this context, we need to
highlight that NCQ builds solely on the DropTail queue management without requiring any further
marking, header modifications or architectural arrangements (unlike several diffserv approaches
for example). Therefore, in order to evaluate the particular impact of the NCQ mechanisms, a fair
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Figure 3. NCQ+ pseudocode.

point of comparison is the DropTail itself; that is, the queuing mechanism that lacks only the NCQ
feature we proposed.

A broader comparison of the service impact of different approaches could also be possible; we
note however two major issues that justify why we avoid this attempt presently. First, different
approaches incorporate different requirements (e.g. packet marking), architectural constraints (e.g.
ingress–egress nodes, etc.) or overhead costs (e.g. header extensions, processing, etc.), which in
turn call for a broader evaluation scenario which is out of the scope of this paper.†† Second, NCQ+
can complement existing mechanisms and hence a comparison with complementing mechanisms
may not necessarily make sense. Consider for example Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) [16]. Each
queue that is assigned a particular weight may still utilize the service improvements of NCQ+.
Therefore, a fair model of comparison in that particular case would be to compare not NCQ+
with WFQ, but instead WFQ with WFQ with NCQ+ incorporated.

We have implemented our evaluation plan on the ns-2 network simulator [17]. We simulated
VoIP traffic based on the following assumptions: During a conversation, call participants alternate
between activity and idle periods. Taking into consideration the ON and OFF periods [18], as well
as the heavy-tailed characteristics and self-similarity of VoIP traffic [19] we use Pareto distribution
for modeling the call holding times. We configure Pareto with a mean rate to correspond to
transmission rate of 64 kbps and the shape parameter is set to 1.5. In accordance with [18], we
distribute ON and OFF periods with means 1.0 and 1.35 s, respectively. We simulate VoIP streams
of 64 kbps (following the widely used ITU-T G.711 coding standard [20]) and we set packet sizes
at 140 bytes (carries 15ms G.711-encoded speech plus a 20-byte packet header). We simulate the
sensor flows by sending periodically packets of 40 bytes (20 bytes of sensor data plus a 20-byte
packet header). The interval between two consecutive sensor transmissions is set to 50ms.

Non-congestive traffic (i.e. VoIP and sensor traffic) is transferred by UDP packets while conges-
tive FTP traffic is carried by TCP. The TCP version we use is TCP NewReno and all implemented
mechanisms are based on DropTail. In our evaluation, we focus on the impact of our proposal (i.e.
NCQ+) and thus we use NCQ and DropTail as reference points. We investigate different scenarios,
with different proportions of FTP, sensor and VoIP flows. We demonstrate that NCQ+:

(i) is scalable,
(ii) favors non-congestive applications with insignificant impact on the performance of conges-

tive flows,
(iii) provides NDS to sensor-based applications,
(iv) favors VoIP applications when resources are available.

††In this paper, we are interested in evaluating the particular impact of NCQ+ alone.
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4.1. Evaluation metrics

We measure application performance using Goodput defined as

Goodput= Original_Data
Time

(9)

where Original_Data is the number of bytes delivered to the high-level protocol at the receiver
(i.e. excluding retransmitted packets and overhead), and Time the amount of time required for the
corresponding data delivery. We use the Average_Goodput in order to measure the efficiency per
flow. The Average_Goodput for n flows is defined as

Average_Goodput=
∑n

i=1 (Goodputi )
n

(10)

where Goodputi is the Goodput of the i th flow and n the number of flows.
Since sensor applications are sensitive to packet losses, we additionally measure the efficiency

of sensor applications based on the packet loss rate (PLR) experienced by each flow. PLR is the
ratio of the number of lost packets over the number of packets sent by the application. Thus, we
define Average_PLR as

Average_PLR=
∑n

i=1 PLRi

n
(11)

where PLRi is the PLR of the i th flow and n the number of flows.
We characterize the quality of voice communication using the R-Factor, which is included in

the E-Model [21, 22] (an ITU-proposed analytic model of voice quality). R-Factor captures voice
quality and ranges from 100 to 0, representing best and worst quality, respectively. R-Factor is
also associated with the mean opinion score (MOS). MOS is the arithmetic average of opinions
where ‘excellent’ quality is represented by 5, ‘good’ by 4, ‘fair’ by 3, ‘poor’ by 2 and ‘bad’ by 1.
R-Factor incorporates several different parameters, such as echo, background noise, signal loss,
codec impairments and others. In [23], authors simplified E-Model to transport-level measurable
quantities and resulted in a more suitable R-Factor formula. Based on the above, we define
R-Factor as

R=!−"1d−"2(d−"3)H (d−"3)−#1−#2 ln(1+#3e) (12)

where !=94.2, "1=0.024ms−1, "2=0.11ms−1, "3=177.3ms, d expresses the mouth-to-ear
delay and e the PLR. For the G.711 codec, #1=0, #2=30 and #3=15.

The R-Factor is related to the MOS through the following set of expressions:

For R<0: MOS = 1,
For R>100: MOS = 4.5,
For 0<R<100: MOS=1+0.035 ·R+(R ·(R−60)·(100−R)·7 ·10−6).

For reference purposes, we give the relation of R-Factor with MOS in Table I.

4.2. Evaluation scenarios

We conduct experiments with mixed traffic, including packets from VoIP and sensor applications.
We use a complex topology (Figure 4), which incorporates multiple bottlenecks, cross traffic

Table I. R-Factor, quality ratings and MOS.

R-Factor Quality of voice rating MOS

90<R<100 Best 4.35–4.5
80<R<90 High 4.02–4.34
70<R<80 Medium 3.60–4.03
60<R<70 Low 3.10–3.60
50<R<60 Poor 2.58–3.10
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Figure 4. Network topology.

and wireless links. The router R1 is the bottleneck for the competing non-congestive VoIP and
congestive FTP traffic, whereas router R2 is another bottleneck for non-congestive VoIP and sensor
traffic, and congestive FTP traffic. To simulate mobile VoIP users, ns-2 error models were inserted
into the access links of VoIP source and sink nodes. We used the Bernoulli model in order to
simulate wireless link errors, with packet error rate adjusted to 0.01. That is, we simulate only
random errors, not correlated burst errors, that occur on wireless links, and this also justifies our
low packet error rate. The bandwidth of each access link is 1Mbps, while the link propagation
delay varies deterministically from 8 to 12ms. Queue size for all scenarios is 100 packets, each
experiment’s duration is 60 s and ncqthresh1 is set to 0.05.

The value of ncqthresh1 was selected based on two criteria. The first criterion was to guarantee
minimal impact on non-prioritized service classes. Results of [3] indicated that 0.05 statistically
does not damage applications that utilize NCQ services. The second criterion was to determine
a ‘service space’ appropriate and sufficient to allow for service differentiation. This requires a
meaningful value for ncqthresh1. In this context, service threshold of 0.01 could not allow for any
significant service impact. In conclusion, we determined experimentally that 0.05 was a meaningful
choice. By the same token, we set parameter ! equal to 0.1. Although this is not a restrictive choice
and can be further investigated, this 10% safety margin was in all experiments adequate to cope
with occasional increases in the tiny packets arrival rate.

We use three distinct scenarios in order to evaluate the behavior of NCQ+ in different environ-
ments. We use NCQ and DropTail as reference points. We describe the three scenarios below:

• Scenario 1—Scalability of NCQ+ : In the first scenario, we vary the total number of flows
from 80 to 200, while maintaining a constant percentage of non-congestive flows. Thus, 10%
of the flows are VoIP calls and sensors, and the remaining 90% congestive FTP flows. We
use an equal number of VoIP and sensor flows. This scenario allows us to draw conclusions
on the scalability of the proposed mechanisms.

• Scenario 2—Impact of the VoIP load: In this scenario, we capture the impact of NCQ+ on
the performance gain of sensor and VoIP applications, compared with NCQ and DropTail,
considering different levels of VoIP traffic. We set total number of flows to 120, while sensor
flows are 5% of the total (i.e. 6). The number of VoIP calls is adjusted from 2.5 to 15% of
total flows (i.e. from 3 to 18 calls). Scenario 2 matches well the case of a natural disaster
(e.g. an earthquake), at its early stages, where the number of mobile VoIP calls is expected
to increase while less users will continue to download files. If this is the case, critical sensor
data (e.g. temperature sensors) should be, as much as possible, unaffected by this change.

• Scenario 3—Impact of the sensor-generated traffic: In the last scenario, similar to the previous
one, we set the number of VoIP flows to 5% of a total of 120 flows. We range the number of
sensors from 2.5 to 15% and we evaluate the impact of NCQ+ on the performance gains of
sensor and VoIP applications. Going back to the previous example, scenario 3 fits well to the
next stages of a natural disaster. FTP users will remain decreased and the temporary increase
of VoIP will be canceled, while more sensors may be activated for monitoring purposes.
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Figure 5. Average Goodput of FTP flows.

In order to test the adaptation of ncqthresh2, we generate conditions of dynamic contention in
router R2. More precisely, the incoming rate of sensor packets is changed dynamically throughout
each experiment. Each sensor flow starts and stops transmitting data according to a deterministic
pattern that leads to alternating periods of increasing, constant and decreasing sensor data rate.
Eventually, each sensor flow transmits data for half of the duration of each experiment (i.e. 30 s).

4.3. Experimental results

4.3.1. Scenario 1–Scalability of NCQ+. As we can see in Figure 5, the Average_Goodput of FTP
flows has almost no difference for a different total number of flows. Although non-congestive traffic
is favored by both NCQ or NCQ+ (Figures 6–9), the impact on the congestive flows is insignificant.
In Figure 6, we observe the impact of NCQ and NCQ+ on the Average_Goodput of VoIP flows.
Owing to the non-congestive nature of the VoIP packets, VoIP calls are favored significantly by both
mechanisms. VoIP flows benefit more when NCQ is applied, having a maximum gain of about 22%
(in case of 200 flows) compared with NCQ+. This is a presumable result since NCQ+ guarantees
prioritized service to sensor flows and confines the resources available to the VoIP. However, VoIP
traffic is significantly favored by NCQ+ compared with DropTail (e.g. about 20% gain in case
of 160 flows). As we can see from Figure 7, when NCQ+ is deployed, the Average_Goodput of
sensor applications becomes equal to their data transmission rate. This happens because ncqthresh2
fluctuates in order to give priority to every sensor packet. NCQ also improves the performance of
sensor applications; however, no service guarantees are provided.

Similar to the above observations, both NCQ and NCQ+ significantly improve voice quality
(Figure 9), as more calls are rated better. Again, VoIP flows benefit more when NCQ is deployed.
In Figure 8, we illustrate the Average_PLR of sensor applications. Although NCQ reduces the PLR
experienced by sensor applications, it leads to a considerable large number of losses compared
with NCQ+. When NCQ+ is deployed, sensor packets are unaffected by the state of the buffers
and no packets are lost.

Comparing NCQ+ with NCQ, there is a tradeoff between the performance gain of VoIP appli-
cations and that of sensor ones. However, performance degradation of one class of traffic does not
lead to an equivalent gain at the performance of sensor traffic. Total system gain can be improved.
For example in the case of 120 flows, NCQ+, compared with NCQ increases the Average_Goodput
of sensor applications by about 16%, while Average_Goodput of VoIP applications decreases by
about 8%.

4.3.2. Scenario 2—Impact of the VoIP load. In this scenario, we adjust the number of VoIP calls,
while maintaining a constant number of sensor applications. As we can see from Figures 10–13,
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Figure 6. Average Goodput of VoIP flows.

Figure 7. Average Goodput of sensor flows.

Figure 8. Average PLR of sensor flows.
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Figure 9. R-Factor.

Figure 10. Average Goodput of VoIP flows.

non-congestive flows have significant improvement in both NCQ and NCQ+, in terms of Goodput,
voice quality and PLR. While the number of VoIP flows increases, their performance improvement
is decreased due to the limited number of available resources (e.g. about 25and 10% improvement
in Goodput with NCQ+ for 2.5 and 15% VoIP flows, respectively). However, performance gains
remain significant. In all cases, NCQ improves VoIP performance more than NCQ+. The adaptation
of ncqthresh2 to the incoming rate of sensor packets guarantees the best Goodput performance
(Figure 11) and zero packet losses (Figure 12) to sensor flows, while improving VoIP performance
as much as possible (Figures 10 and 13). Sensor traffic prioritization is always unaffected by PS
demand of VoIP applications.

4.3.3. Scenario 3—Impact of the sensor-generated traffic. In Figure 15 we can see that as soon
as the percentage of sensor flows is low (up to 7.5%), the Average_Goodput of sensor packets
is maximized with NCQ+. The rate of sensor packets arriving at router R2 never exceeds the
ncqthresh1 and sensor flows receive NDS. Further increase reduces Goodput gains and increases
the Average_PLR (Figure 16). NCQ+ achieves always a major improvement with a minimum
gain of about 11% when the percentage of sensor flows reaches 15%. Moreover, an increase in
the percentage of sensor-generated traffic limits the benefits in Goodput (Figure 14) and quality
(Figure 17) of voice calls. NCQ+ allocates as much resources as possible to sensor applications,
at the cost of a considerable less improvement on the performance of VoIP calls compared with
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Figure 11. Average Goodput of sensor flows.

Figure 12. Average PLR of sensor flows.

Figure 13. R-Factor.
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Figure 14. Average Goodput of VoIP flows.

Figure 15. Average Goodput of sensor flows.

NCQ. Thus, for sensor flows higher than 7.5% of the total, there is a non-equivalent gain on the
performance of sensor applications. For example, for 18 sensor flows (i.e. 15% of the total), NCQ+,
compared with NCQ, achieves about 5% improvement in Average_Goodput of sensor applications,
while the Average_Goodput of VoIP calls is deteriorated by about 10%. Same observations apply
also to Figures 16 and 17.

5. CONCLUSIONS

We proposed a new scheme for service differentiation based on a system-oriented approach that
realizes the LIBS practice. Our scheme, however, does not conflict with the existing application-
oriented service differentiation technologies, such as marking. NCQ+ differentiates the service
provided to sensor and VoIP applications, without damaging traditional Internet applications. We
demonstrated that NCQ+ can be adjusted to provide NDS to sensor applications and conditionally
improve the performance of VoIP applications, as long as NDSs are not violated and the impact
on the performance of the other flows is insignificant. Whenever prioritization buffer resources are
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Figure 16. Average PLR of sensor flows.

Figure 17. R-Factor.

not sufficient, NCQ+ provides ‘less-delay’ services to sensor applications. Further analytical and
experimental results with more sophisticated mechanisms are underway.

APPENDIX A: NUMERICAL ANALYSIS ON THE IMPACT OF NCQ

We attempt to approach numerically the impact of NCQ priority on congestive traffic for any given
proportion of traffic classes. We assume two classes of traffic (the non-congestive and congestive)
that are formed by a large number of flows. We assume that all packets arriving at the bottleneck
queue follow a Poisson distribution. Class 1 has priority over class 2. We use a non-preemptive
head-of-line priority system per class. Class 1 has smaller packets (hence, average service-time
too) and lower packet-arrival rate ($1<$2). We summarize our notation in Table A1.

We define the following:
Waiting Time: Waiting time represents the amount of time a packet waits for service in the

queue.
Service-Time: Service-time represents the amount of actual service-time required by a packet

and is proportional to its size.
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Table A1. Notation table.

Symbol Description

$1 Arrival rate of class 1
$2 Arrival rate of class 2
TS1 Average service-time of class 1
TS2 Average service-time of class 2
$=$1+$2 Total arrival rate
u1=$1 ·TS1 Utilization of class 1
u2=$1 ·TS1+$2 ·TS2 Cumulative utilization
TQ1 Average queuing delay for class 1
TQ2 Average queuing delay for class 2
TQ Average queuing delay

Time-in-System: Time-in-system equals to the waiting time plus service-time (in our case is the
same as queuing delay).

The packet-departure rate equals to the service distribution, because we are using a single server.
In the three different cases of prioritization below, we calculate the average queuing delay for

each class and for the system:

1. Class 1 has full priority over class 2.
2. The two classes have the same priority (scheduling without priority).
3. Class 1 has priority over class 2 but only when less than the ncqthresh percentage of the

total traffic is prioritized.

Case 1: Priority Scheduling: We calculate the average waiting time for each of the two classes
as:

TW1 =
$1 ·T 2

S1+$2 ·T 2
S2

2 ·(1−u1)
(A1)

TW2 =
$1 ·T 2

S1+$2 ·T 2
S2

2 ·(1−u1)·(1−u2)
(A2)

Consequently, the total average waiting time equals to the average of TW1,TW2 weighted by the
arrival rate for each class:

TW= $1
$

·TW1+ $2
$

·TW2 (A3)

We calculate the queuing delay for each class and estimate the total average time-in-system:

TQ1 = TW1+TS1 (A4)

TQ2 = TW2+TS2 (A5)

TQ = $1
$

·TQ1+
$2
$

·TQ2 (A6)

Case 2: Non-Priority Scheduling: Without a PQ, the two classes (non-congestive and congestive)
have the same average waiting time. In such a case, the network utilization of the system is:

unp=u1=u2=$1 ·TS1+$2 ·TS2 (A7)

The service-time:

TSnp= $1
$

·TS1+ $2
$

·TS2 (A8)
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Figure A1. (a) and (c): average queuing delay of congestive and non-congestive traffic (10 and 20% of
the packets are non-congestive, respectively) and (b) and (d): system’s average queuing delay (10 and

20% of packets are non-congestive).

The average waiting time:

TW1np =TW2np=
unp ·TSnp
2 ·(1−unp)

(A9)

The average time-in-system:

TQ1np = TW1np+TS1 (A10)

TQ2np = TW2np+TS2 (A11)

From (A10) and (A11), we get:

TQnp= $1
$

·TQ1np+ $2
$

·TQ2np (A12)

Using Equations (A4), (A5), (A6), (A10), (A11), (A12), we calculated the average queuing
delays for each class as well as for the system, for two different percentages of non-congestive
traffic (Figures A1(a)–(d)).

In Figure A1(a), (b) the 10% of arriving packets form the non-congestive traffic (class 1) and
the 90% the congestive (class 2). Their service times are 0.5 and 5ms, respectively. For high
utilizations (exceeding 0.6), there is a slight increase in the queuing delay of the congestive traffic
for a significant improvement in the average delay of the non-congestive (Figure A1(a)). When
we increase the rate of the non-congestive packets to 20% and for high utilizations (exceeding
0.3), the impact of the prioritization on the congestive traffic appears significant (Figure A1(c)).
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For both percentages of the non-congestive traffic (10 and 20%), the average queuing delay of the
system remains statistically the same (Figures A1(b), (d)).

Case 3: Priority Scheduling with ncqthresh: In the following analysis, we assume that only a
portion of the non-congestive traffic is favored. More precisely, ncqthresh represents the percentage
of the total traffic that can be favored without any statistically important impact on the congestive
traffic and corresponds to the ($1/$)·ncqthresh percentage of the non-congestive traffic, which we
call kthresh. The two priority classes (1 and 2) consist of the kthresh percentage of non-congestive
traffic and the (1-kthresh) percentage of the non-congestive traffic plus the congestive traffic,
respectively.

We calculate the arrival rates and service times for each class:

$′
1 = kthresh ·$1= $21

$
·ncqthresh

$′
2 = (1−kthresh)·$1+$2=

(
1− $1

$
·ncqthresh

)
·$1+$2

$′ = $′
1+$′

2

T ′
S1 = TS1

T ′
S2 = (1−kthresh)· $1

$′
2
·TS1+ $2

$′
2
·TS2

T ′
S2 =

(
1− $1

$
·ncqthresh

)
· $1
$′
2
·TS1+

$2
$′
2
·TS2

u′
1 = $′

1 ·T ′
S1

u′
2 = $′

1 ·T ′
S1+$′

2 ·T ′
S2

The average waiting time for each of the two traffic classes becomes:

T ′
W1 = $′

1 ·T ′2
S1+$′

2 ·T ′2
S2

2 ·(1−u′
1)

(A13)

T ′
W2 = $′

1 ·T ′2
S1+$′

2 ·T ′2
S2

2 ·(1−u′
1)·(1−u′

2)
(A14)

We calculate the waiting times of each class using the weighted average of the waiting times
T ′
W1 and T ′

W2:

TW1 = kthresh ·$1
$1

T ′
W1+ (1−kthresh)·$1

$1
T ′
W2

= kthresh ·T ′
W1+(1−kthresh)·T ′

W2

= $1
$

·ncqthresh ·T ′
W1+

(
1− $1

$
·ncqthresh

)
·T ′

W2 (A15)

TW2 = T ′
W2 (A16)

TQ1 = TW1+TS1 (A17)

TQ2 = TW2+TS2 (A18)
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Figure A2. (a) and (c): average queuing delay of the non-congestive traffic (10 and 20% of the packets
are non-congestive, respectively) and (b) and (d) average queuing delay of the congestive traffic (10 and

20% of the packets are non-congestive, respectively).

For the system:

TQ= $1
$

·TQ1+
$2
$

·TQ2 (A19)

For a low ncqthresh value (e.g. 0.01–0.05), the impact of the prioritization on the average
queuing delay of the congestive traffic is almost zero (Figure A2(b), (d)). Actually, ncqthresh
bounds the prioritization of the non-congestive traffic to a limit that is not harmful to the bandwidth
exploitation of the congestive applications. In utilizations below 0.23%, the average queuing delay
of the non-congestive traffic remains statistically the same. As the network utilization builds up,
there are significant gains for the non-congestive applications in terms of delay and increase more
for higher values of ncqthresh (Figure A2(a), (c)).
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